
The Descent of Venus, 2022
Venus has a 19 month cycle from our point of view on Earth. During that period, Venus 
conjoins the Sun twice: once in retrograde motion, close to the Earth (‘inferior’ or interior 
conjunction) and once in direct motion, on the other side of the Sun from the Earth 
(‘superior’ or exterior conjunction).

During both conjunctions, Venus is invisible for a period because of her proximity to the 
Sun. For the retrograde conjunction, the invisible “Underworld” period is 8-10 days. This 
conjunction is considered the start of a new cycle, and the sign in which Venus rises to 
visibility is considered to color the whole cycle.

Venus begins the cycle as a morning ‘star’, moving away from the Sun (and behind it in 
the Zodiac) during the retrograde period before turning direct again and gradually 
moving toward the next conjunction with the Sun. At the direct conjunction, Venus is in 
the Underworld (invisible) for two to three months, after which she rises as an evening 
star, ahead of the Sun in the Zodiac. Venus never gets further than 48 degrees from the 
Sun.

Each visible phase lasts approximately 9 months, during which time Venus conjoins the 
Moon each month.

In 2022, the Venus cycle begins with a conjunction to the Sun at 18 degrees of 
Capricorn on January 8th while Venus is moving retrograde and invisible. Venus 
becomes visible (depending upon location) around the 16th of January at or near 13 
degrees of Capricorn.

The Moon-Venus conjunctions are symbolic of passage through the gates of the 
Underworld in the myth of Inanna. At each gate during the descent, Inanna surrenders 
one of her trappings of power won from her father. Listen to a telling of this ancient tale.

The surrendering of aspects of power are symbolic of releasing the ways in which we 
have experienced these aspects as derived from outside of ourselves. What is left in the 
end is our own essence.

The Gates of Venus’ Descent, 2022
Venus passes through the conjunctions with the waning crescent Moon on the following 
dates in 2022:

January 29th at 11 degrees Capricorn: Inanna removes her crown of ‘kingship’
Inquiry: In what ways am I ‘outsourcing’ my divinity?
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February 27th at 24 degrees Capricorn: Inanna removes her lapis beads 
Inquiry: How am I allowing others to shape my perception of the world?

March 28th at 21 Aquarius: Inanna removes her beaded necklace
Inquiry: How have I restricted the power of my own voice?

April 26th at 23 Pisces: Inanna removes her breastplate
Inquiry: Do I have enough compassion toward my self that I can also have 

compassion for others?

May 26th at 28 Aries: Inanna removes her gold ring from her wrist
Inquiry: In what ways do I outsource my will and intention?

June 26th at 3 Gemini: Inanna removes her lapis measuring rod and line
Inquiry: How am I honoring my creative energy and allowing it expression?

July 26th at 10 Cancer: Inanna removes her royal robe
Inquiry: Am I true to my Soul’s authentic desires for expression and realization in 

this lifetime?

August 25th at 17 Leo there is an additional visible conjunction corresponding to an 8th 
gate of passage.

Inquiry: Who am I when I am stripped of all external sources of power; when I 
stand in my authentic, innate power and wisdom and truly live from the inside out?

Venus enters the Underworld around September 5th. She meets the Sun for the 
‘exterior’ conjunction on October 22nd at 29 degrees Libra, then rises as an evening 
star in early December. She will finish her journey as evening star at the beginning of 
August, 2023, when she disappears again for 8 to 10 days.
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